Corporate Profile
Nautical Research Group, Inc. is a consulting firm that provides full service discovery, exploration,
research and analysis on the sea and shipwreck disasters throughout the world. Our group of
professional consultants are the leaders in their field for the scientific analysis of ships, shipwrecks and
their historical preservation. Our corporation has had great success in the discovery and exploration of
historic shipwrecks. Utilizing the latest in underwater and deep-diving technology, we have been
exploring shipwrecks for thirty-five years. Our corporation provides nautical expertise in the following
main areas:

Discovery and Exploration
Preservation
Media Services

Research
Maritime Exhibits
Academic Services

Discovery and Exploration utilizing:
Open-circuit Scuba
Closed-circuit rebreather
Mixed-gases and nitrox
ROV's (remote operated vehicles)
Side-scan sonar
Magnetometer
Underwater digital videography and photography
Our corporation has the expertise to perform a wide variety of research that is based on the study of
shipwrecks. Our group has use of registered researchers that have done extensive work at the National
Archives and access to many global databases.
Research Expertise:
Nautical Archaeology
Scientific writing
Underwater photometric analysis
Marine and Environmental Sciences
Historical reference
Biological Sciences
Deep Technical Diving Technology
Our corporation has access to many underwater resources that include such diverse expertise as deep
technical divers, nautical lawyers, historians, naval marine experts and scientists to assist you in the
development and implementation of your scientific, research project.

Preservation
Our corporation is involved in several scientific, nautical archaeology projects throughout North America.
Our corporation has extensive experience in nautical archaeology utilizing the latest in diving and
videographic technologies. Additionally our group has preserved many different types of items retrieved
from shipwrecks for display in many museums and libraries using the latest methodologies in chemical
restoration.

Maritime Exhibits
Our corporation loans out our beautiful exhibits to leading libraries, universities and museum for itinerant
display. Nautical Research Group has the most extensive collection of Andrea Doria museum pieces in
the world. Currently, the collection is so vast that it encompasses three museum exhibits. One of the
three museum exhibits is permanent and resides closest to where the ship sank on Nantucket Island,
Massachusetts.

Media Services
Our corporation is a media leader in providing shipwreck information, research and consulting for
television, magazines, newspapers, radio and the internet. We have worked in various capacities on
more than forty documentaries with such networks as National Geographic, the Discovery Channel, the
History Channel, A&E, the Learning Channel, and PBS (Public Broadcasting) and the major television
networks - ABC, CBS, NBC. Our research has also appeared in more than 5,000 publications and news
media outlets worldwide, including CNN, the New York Times, the Associated Press, and the Reuters
news agency. Our organization is very keen on lecturing extensively at universities, libraries, and various
prestigious functions on the exploration of ships.

Academic Services
Our corporation has extensive collaborations with leading academic and institutional scientists and
facilities throughout the United States. Our scientists and experts liaise with other marine subject-matter
experts in conducting discovery, research, exploration and consulting services. Our corporation has
provided three major areas of academic services that include Academic Scientific Consulting,
Symposium and Nautical Presentation Development and the Andrea Doria Survivor Reunions.
Nautical Research Group, Inc's mission is to provide nautical consulting services and education on the
discovery, exploration and research of ships and notable shipwrecks. The corporation's vast array of
informational resources and personnel would be a great resource for your next nautical, researchbased project.
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